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Did you know that … ?





Christopher Columbus did not discover America?
A Greek scholar found a way of measuring the Earth, but it was 1300 years before the rest of the
world would believe him?
That nitrocellulose explosive was discovered when an inventor spilt some chemicals in the
kitchen and blew up his wife’s apron?
As well as fireworks, the wheelbarrow, the rocket and the parachute were all Chinese
inventions?

Written by a retired scientist and teacher, this meticulously researched book explores a fascinating range of
discoveries (made over many centuries) relating to everything from geology and astronomy to atomic theory,
zoology and men who discovered continents. It also gives revealing information about the colourful lives of some
of the people whose findings changed the world (and often their own lives) for ever.
From “Absolute Zero” to “Zone Refining” the entries in this book are arrange alphabetically for easy reference. An
appendix of Chinese inventions is also included together with thorough index and an extensive bibliography that
reflects the meticulous research undertaken by the author.

“My book honours men and women who have made substantial contributions to life for people on this
planet or those who have made important discoveries about the Earth, the Solar System or The
Universe,” says author Ian Taylor
This accessible book will be greatly appreciated by students and scholars – and will be a useful reference book
for teachers and all those interested in science (and the history of science). Packed with facts – some of which
are very surprising and entertaining – this book will also make a thought-provoking present for anyone
interested in science, geography, technology, medicine and human innovation.
About the author: Ian Taylor was born and educated in Bristol. After graduating from Bristol University (in
chemistry, physics and philosophy), he trained as a science teacher (in London) and also to teach English as a
foreign language (in the USA and in Greece.) As well as lecturing in London colleges for many years, he has taught
science, mathematics and English in schools and universities around the world including: Austria, Germany,
Malawi, Peru, Thailand and Vietnam. Before suffering a serious car accident, Ian Taylor was a keen marathon
runner and cyclist. Nowadays – in his eighth decade – he enjoys walking and swimming and has a penchant for
karaoke and disco-dancing. Ian Taylor lives in Newport, South Wales.
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